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Abstract

Multiple copy files in computer networks

Depending on the ratio of update to query traffic for a file

in a computer network, a multiple copy file allocation may be

more economical than a single copy allocation.

For symmetrical and homogeneous computer networks an upper limit

for the ratio of update to query traffic is given, for which the

multi-node assignment of a file represents an economic solution.

In addition, a decentralized control mechanism for synchronizing

the updating of a file with multiple copies is shown. The mechanism

guarantees consistency of the information stored in different copies

of a file by ensuring that updating requests are executed in the

same order at all copies of the file. Identical queries issued

between two consecutive updatings will yield the same result, regard

less of the copy the use.

This paper is a revised version of a presentation given at the

European Workshop on Computer Networks in Arles, April 24 

May 4 th, 1973.





Zusammenfassung

Mehrfach realisierte Dateien in Rechnernetzen

Die Verteilung mehrerer Kopien einer Datei über ein Netz

von Rechnern kann ökonomischer sein als die Einrichtung

einer einzigen Kopie. Die optimale Verteilung und Zahl

der Kopien einer Datei hängt vom Verhältnis Änderungs

verkehr/Abfrageverkehr zwischen den Rechnern und der

Datei ab.

Für symmetrische, homogene Rechnernetze wird die obere

Schranke des Verhältnisses Änderungsverkehr/Abfragever

kehr angegeben, für die die Mehrfachrealisierung einer

Datei noch ökonomisch vertretbar ist.

Zusätzlich wird ein überwachungsmechanismus skizziert,

der zur Koordination der Änderungen mehrfach realisier

ter Dateien unter Wahrung der Konsistenz der abgespei

cherten Information eingesetzt werden kann.

Der Bericht ist die überarbeitete Fassung eines Vortrages,

der anläßlich des 1s t European Workshop on Computer Net

works in Arles im Mai 1973 gehalten wurde.





1. Introduction

One of the main reasons for implementations of (resource sharing)

computer networks is the principal capability of such networks

to provide for efficient use of common data- and program files

by establishing files as shared resources. The main problems

arising upon design and implementation of computer nets with

shared files are: Incompatibility (data-representation, data

structures), economy (cost for data transmission and data sto

rage), maintenance (updating of files), etc.

This paper is concerned with two of the problems mentioned

above:

How to find the optimal (most economic) allocation of copies

of files in a computer network.

How to synchronize updating of files with multiple copies.

The optimal allocation may result in the allocation of more

than one copy of the same file in the network, in which case

the affected file constitutes a resource distributed over the

entire net. This situation will not affect any query-process

concerning the file, but for update processes a synchronizing

concept has to be developed in order to guarantee the integ

rity of the file as one (logical) resource in cases where con

current updates (originating from different nodes in the net)

may occur.

To illustrate the updating problem in the case of a file with

multiple copies, consider the following example (cf. Fig. 1).

Given a simple 3 node network, where two copies of a file are

allocated to nodes labeled 1 and 2 resp. Let us assume that

requests for updating the file (including both copies) are

generated at node 1 and node 2 simultaneously. If no synchro

nizing mechanism is implemented, nodes 1 and 2 will start

immediately to update their own copies while mutual update re-

quests are sent over the communication system to update the
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other copy (see(a) of fig. 1). Upon arrival of the requests at

the other nodes, the local updates are already in progress (or

finished), due to the transmission delays (see(b) in fig. 1).

At the end of the whole updating procedure (see (c) in fig. 1)

a query process (e.g. q3) may find different vers ions of the file

depending on wether node 1 or node 2 is accessed (e.g. in the

case where the same record of the file was changed twice).

We proceed now to show by means of a simple cost model, under

which conditions it is reasonable to allocate more than one

copy of a file in a computer network, and how an optimal allo

cation of copies of files can be determined. This model is re

lated to the mathematical models used for describing the allo

cation of resources in networks in order to evaluate e.g. the

most economic locations for warehouses, concentrator locations

in communication nets etc. [lJ, [2J, [3J. Similar models were

first applied to file allocation problems by Chu [4J, Whitney

[5J and Casey [6J .•

Finally we demonstrate a deadlock free synchronizing concept

which can be applied to synchronize updatings in file systems

with mutiple copy files [7].

2. File Allocation

Given a computer network with n nodes (computing systems) and

m different files. Let X.. denote whether a copy of file j
1J

is located at node i or not

{
1 file j stored at node i

X .. =1J
0 else

i = 1 (1) n j = 1 ( 1 ) m

The number of copies of file j is given by

r. = EX ..
J i 1J
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To simplify the model, the cost for transmitting a unit of

information via the communication system from node i to node k

is expressed by d i k, the fixed cost for storing a copy of file

j at node k per unit time by Gk j with

where L. denotes the "length" of file j in units of information
J

and Skj the storage cost per unit of information and unit time

for file j at node k. The volume of query and update traffic

per unit time from node i to file j ist represented by A., and
1J

~ .. respectively.
1J

The total cost (per unit time) for the file system is then given

by:

m [n n n

]=( 1 ) Z =
~=l i~k=l

~ .. d 'kXk' + L: L.g.(1.) + L: Gk,Xk· L:C .
1J 1 J i=l 1J 1 J k=l J J j J

v v "update cost query cost storage cost

where the value of g. (I.) for a given indexcombination ij depends
1 J

on the strategy by which copies of files are accessed for query-

requests. 1f e.g. the copy with minimal transmission cost is

selected, then (cL [6J

(2 ) g.(I.) =
1 J

min
kE:1.

J

1f the copies are selected at random (uniformly distributed), except

if the copy is located at the same node, we obtain
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(I-X .. ) Ir.
1J J

(cf. [4J)

I. denotes the index set with I. = {k!X
k.=I}J J J

The problem of optimal file allocation in the network is solved

by manipulating the X.. such that (1) is aminimum, thus becoming
1J

a nonlinear zero-one programming problem.

Chu [4J has investigated a special case of this optimization

problem, introducing the following constraints:

a) the number of copies r. is known for j=I(I) m
J

b) there is a limited storage-capacity b. at each node i:
1

~ X .. L. s: b.
j 1J J 1

i= 1 (1) n

c) the time required to retrieve file j for the i-th computer

may not exceed a given limit T ..
1J

Chu shows that this nonlinear zero-one programming problem can

be reduced to a linear zero-one programming problem for which

a solution can be obtained (cf. [4J ).

We shall focus our attention to some useful properties of the

cost function (1) in cases where the numbers of copies of the

files are not known in advance and the allocations are not

subject to constraints (b) and (c) (i.e. the allocations of

files are mutually independant). The minimum of

z = ~ C.
j J

is obtained by minimizing the C. individually. Por minimizing
J

procedures applicable in this case cf. [6J .
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Let p be the ratio of update to query traffic for a given file

in a computer network. Then we can write the cost function C

(file index j deleted), assuming ~i/Ai= P at all nodes.

(3 )
n n

C= p ~ Xk ~ A.d'
kk=l i=l l l

n
+ L:

i=l
A.g. (I)

l l

n
+ L: 0 k X

kk=l

For a single node assignment (file assigned to node k) we obtain

( 3a)
k

C = (l+p) if g. (I) is given by (2).
l

If Cl is the optimal l-node assignment, then

(4 ) +

and, using the above, we can write

(5)C - Cl = (rp-p-l) [ ~
i=l

n
+ (~ (pak +

k=l

A.g. (I)
l l

As can be seen from (5) any r-node assignment of a file is more

costly than the optimal on-node assignment if

(6 ) rp - p- 12. 0

which implies

p = ~./A.L l/(r-l) for all i (see [6J )
l l

It follows out of (6) that, if the volume of update traffic approaches

the volume of query traffic at all nodes, the optimal file assignment

is a one-node assignment.

In order to obtain the maxLmum allowable (economical) limit pmax

for the ratio update/query traffic for a given multinode file

allocation I with r copies we set
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(7 )

thus obtaining an equation for pmax which can be solved in the

case of a symmetrical homogeneous net with a
k

= 0 for all k and

n
(8) o i = cr 1 for i = 1 (1) n, L: o kXk =r cr 1

k=l

(equal storage cost for the file copies at all nodes in the net) .

Symmetry of a computer network with respect to file allocation is

achieved in a homogeneous net if

(9 )
n
L: A. d'k = const

i=l ~ ~
k = 1 (1) n

for all single node assignments (file assigned to any node k).

Examples of symmetrical nets are given in Fig. 2.

Nets (a) and (b) show the desired behaviour if A. is constant
~

for all i and the transmission costs between all adjacent nodes

are equal. Net (c) with the central switch is equivalent to (b).

As a solution of (7) we get

(10)

where

pmax = (l-c)/(r-l) - d for r = 2(1) n

(11) c = (L: A.g. (r»/ L:A.d'l = Qr/Ql. ~ ~ . ~ ~
~ ~

is the ratio r-node allocation query cost/l-node allocation query

cost and

(12) d = crl/~Ai d i l = cr 1/Qla

is the ratio storage cost/query cost for the l-node allocation.

Since p~O in all cases, we have the necessary condition

(13) O~ d~ (l-c)/(r-l)~ 1
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Using (11) and (12) we can write instead of (10)

(14)
QI-QI - (r-l) °1

pmax =
(r-l)Ql

Thus pmax>O if the savings of query cost QI-QI achieved by a

multinode allocation exceeds the increase in storage cost (r-l).0 1
caused by the multinode allocation.

To illustrate the qualitative behaviour of pmax as a function of

the number of r optimally allocated copies we focus our attention

again to the examples in Fig. 2.

Table 1 shows the values of the query-cost Qr as a function of r

(optimal allocation) for examples (a) and (b) if A1=1 for all

nodes and d i k=l between adjacent nodes.

Table 1

QI
r net (a) net (b)

1 9 4

2 4 3

3 3 2

4 2 1

5 1 0

6 0

It follows from Table 1 that in the case of net (a) c may be

approximated by l/r, yielding

o ~ p

For net (b) with

1 _ d
~ r

c = l-(r-l)/(n-l)
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we get

1
O< p < -- - d- - n-l

i.e. in that special case pmax depends only on the maximum

number of nodes in the net and on the ratio storage cost/query

cost of the single node assignment, but not on r (for r~2).

The investigations described above show at least for the homo

geneous and symmetrical net, that, whenever the ratio update/query

traffic is smaller than the limit given by (10) an r-node allocation

of a file is (economically) justified.

3. Multiple Copy Updating

As shown above, the most economic solution of the file allocation

problem may result in an allocation of more than one copy of a

file. There may be, of course, additional reasons for multiple

copy file allocations as e.g. system availability and reliability,

response time etc.

In most cases it is an inalienable requirement that, between two

consecutive updates of a file, the contents of allof its copies

are identical, thus granting that simultaneous queries yield the

same result regardless of the copies they use.

In order to comply with this requirement, every multiple copy

updating control system has to perform the following functions:

a) accept and synchronize updating requests

b) inhibit queries

c) lock copies as soon as queries in progress are finished

d) update copies

e) unlock copies

Clearly the transition from a) to c) may cause an inter lock for

concurrent updates if no synchronization is taken care of during

stage a).
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The synchronization of update requests asks for a complete

knowledge of the global state of the file system in question.

This can be easily achieved by means of a centralized structure

of the file eontrol system, an example of which is shown in

Fig. 3. Incoming update requests ean be processed on a first

eome - first served basis in this case.

The disadvantages of central file control are abvious:

- if the file control is affected by any failure the total file

system may become inoperative

- even loeal queries have to be announced to the central file

eontrol.

The alternative to centralized file eontrol is decentralized or

distributed file control, where each node in the net has its own

file manager, being responsible for access coordination and-control

for updatings and queries concerning the associated copies of files.

To provide for update synchronization in a network of computers

with distributed file control the following concept is proposed

(c f . [7J) .

Let (TI, D, M) describe a file system, where the set of processes

is the set of file managers associated with those r nodes of a net

work where the r copies of a file are allocated. The file managers

may be considered as processes performing the functions a) to d)

described above.

D = {p, Q, R}

denotes the set of file manager states corresponding to the assumed

states of the total file. These states may be regarded as reusable

resources, consisting of r units each, which may be requestet and

assigned to the processes in TI:
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P => file (with all of its copies) prepared for update

Q => preparation confirmed for total file

R => file allocated for updating

Finally

describes a set of messages of the following format:

M.=
1

A B C

where A contains information concerning the message type

identifying the type of demand represented by the message:

demand type:=

EXT

PR

CF

external request for update

demand to prepare for an updating request

initiated by the file manager specified in B

demand to confirm preparation for the updating

request initiated by the file manager specified

in B

The contents of Band C identify the initiating file manager of the

request the message refers to and the file manager sending the

message respectively. The initiating file manager is assumed to

determine the request priority in an unambiguous manner.

Messages are produced and consumed by the file manager processes

and shall therefore be called consumable resources.

With the above assumptions, we are able to interpret the file system

as a general resource system (cf. [8J), the states of which may be

represented by means of a graph (general resource graph), the ver

tices or nodes being the processes, reusable and consumable resources.

Request edges are directed from a process node,assignment edges are

edges directed from reusable resource nodes,and producer edges are

edges directed from consumable resource nodes (for details cf. [8J).
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If the file managers are designed as shown in the diagram in

Fig. 4 (queries still in progress are neglected) the file

system constitutes a general resource system with the following

properties:

- the processes request only one resource unit at a time

- whenever a consumable resource (message) is requested by a

process (file manager) the process is blocked

- whenever reusable resource D. sD is requested the corres
1

ponding file manager process is blocked

- there will never be a process node TI. in the general resource
1

graph which is not a sink or has no path directed to a sink,

since in the case of any process TI. requesting a consumable
1

resource (thus being blocked), there will be always another

process TI., j+ i, which is a producer of the required resource
J

and is not blocked. Reusable resources are only requested, when

available.

As shown by Holt [8J the properties described above are necessary

and sufficient conditions for a process in a general resource

system not being in a deadlock.

To illustrate the representation of a multiple copy file system by

means of a general resource graph, an example is shown in Fig. 5

for r = 3.

4. Conclusion

The problem of multiple copy file allocation in computer networks

has been investigated in order to show the economic feasible upper

limit of the number of copies allocated as a function of the pro

portion of update traffic to query traffic generated in the network.

For the special case of the homogeneous and syrnrnetrical net the

functional relationship between the ratio of update to query traffic

and the number of copies was given.
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After having shown, that a multiple copy file allocation may be

reasonable from the economical point of view, the concept of a

multiple copy updating mechanism was demonstrated and examined

for its deadlock prevention properties.
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